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Posted: 3:46 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013

Jenkins to miss game vs. Pelicans 

By Chris Vivlamore

The Hawks held practice Saturday before departing for Biloxi, Miss. to play the Pelicans Sunday afternoon.

John Jenkins (lower back spasms) will not make the trip, according to coach Mike Budenholzer. The shooting guard
remains day-to-day. Jenkins, who missed two months during the summer with a back injury related to his current spasms,
also missed the first two exhibition games.

Forward/center Gustavo Ayon (right shoulder) is also out. Lou Williams (torn right ACL) continues his rehabiliation. The
guard took part in non-contact drills, as he has been, but will not make the one-game trip.

So, we have Jenkins, Ayon and Williams out. And Vivlamore. I will not make the trip to Biloxi for the game but will post a report
Sunday afternoon.

I did ask Budenholzer for more details on how long he intended to play starters against the Pelicans. He said, as he did
Friday, that those determinations have not yet been made. Budenholzer said he will use the exhibition games for work
toward being ready for the season-opener. Translation: The results matter less than the on-court work of the starters and
reserves.

According to Chema de Lucas (@chemadelucas), who writes for the website Gigantes.com, GM Danny Ferry is in Spain to
watch draft pick Mike Muscala play.

Finally, one last plug for the story I wrote on the legacy of Jason Collier. Here is the link to the story and photos. I know it's
subscription content but it's worth (at least I think) picking up the Sunday paper or getting a one-day pass for 99 cents to
myajc.com.
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Posted by ReggieTheMailman at 6:31 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

C Viv. thanks for the updates and open blogs on the Hawks, as a Hawks fan I appreciate your dedication as a writer to keep
us fans informed. Thank you

Posted by drmaryb at 8:11 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

He Delivers!

C-Viv is my man. Rest up and heal that shoulder, Chris.

Let's Go Hawks!

Posted by AstroJoe at 8:17 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

C-Viv, is Bebe playing games yet? I don't recall seeing anything related to his play over in Spain.

Posted by LouWill82 at 8:27 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

anyone watching Josh Smith playing so poorly vs Brooklyn? He hasnt made one single good pass, good finish, good shot
selection. 0

Posted by LouWill82 at 8:33 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

lol

Posted by 45cop at 11:18 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse
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Still can't get over the name "Pelicans."

Posted by 45cop at 11:29 p.m. Oct. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Pistons won, though. Not that the older Celtics frontcourt wasn't playing "preseason possum"....

Drummond/Monroe are the future in Detroit. Not paying attention to Midrange Shawty. See what happens in the regular
season. Forgot who is coaching that team, anyway...that will be a bigger factor than most, in the end.

Posted by vava74 at 4:32 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Muscala's first pro game in Spain (excluding exhibitions) - his team lost by 2 away from home:

Muscala, Mike min21:59 // FG 5/9 - 56% // FT 6/6 - 100% // TReb9 (D5+O4) // Ast0 // Stl0 // TO 5 // Blk 0 FL (own)5 (on him) 6 //
±12 // 16 pts

He had 5 TO and fouled out, signs of him being wet behind the ears, but 16 points and 9 rebounds a ±12 in 22 minutes of
action are great signs for him.

If Muscala fails to make an impact in the NBA he will easily play 15 years in Europe and earn good money doing so.

Posted by vava74 at 4:35 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

AJ,

Bêbê got into foul trouble in a pre-season game against Real Madrid and finished the game with 0 points and 0 rebounds.

You can follow boxscores on the Spanish league official site:

http://www.acb.com/fichas/LACB58009.php

Muscala's team, Obradoiro is called this year "Rio Natura".

Bêbê's team is called "Estudiantes" and will play this early afternoon at 12.15 CET (central Europe time = +6 hours in
relation to EST)

Posted by -sting- at 7:25 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

o'b 

can you say tech fb is irrelevant? it has passed the feared mediocrity of the previous regime and sinking fast. only clemson
can save the program where cpj has had his only true success. 
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can he keep the program above the mendoza line? i dont count elon nor any of those games except the exhibitions they are.

Posted by -sting- at 7:26 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

vava as it comes to you please keep us posted. my thoughts bebe might be df's first major flop.

Posted by Just-Joe at 8:13 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

I liked the Muscala pick a lot. There's this concept of having skilled offensive players on your bench that intrigues me, even if
it goes against conventional wisdom (most teams load their benches with defensive-minded, hustle players, one shooter,
and one scorer/6th man candidate). 

Mike Scott. John Jenkins. Mike Muscala. These are all guys that can score the basketball, but struggle defensively. What
would it look like if you reversed the trend? Maybe 2 defenders and the other 6 or 7 bench spots go to skilled offensive
players.

Posted by vava74 at 10:00 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Well... if DF flew to Spain to watch Bêbê, it was a wasted plane ticket.

Bêbê did not play due to injury.

Posted by vava74 at 10:04 a.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Just Joe,

There is an important difference between JJ2, Scott and Muscala and many offensive minded players.

All three of them show good character traits and willingness to improve their games in whatever facets may be necessary in
order to become steady rotational players.

That might not be enough to overcome some physical deficits. JJ2 and Scott are not tall nor athletic enough to be starters at
their respective positions, but both could be valuable bench players.

Muscala needs to gain weight without compromising his mobility and foot speed, again, something that might now be
achievable, but all three can be counted on making a good effort in trying to "get there".
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Posted by vava74 at 1:10 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

I actually miss read the article and thought that DF went to Spain to watch Bêbê when in fact he went to watch Muscala. 

Based on previous boxscores is averaging roughly 17ppg and 8 rebounds in about 25 minutes of action (only one game for
real).

Posted by LouWill82 at 2:19 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

no streaming link?

Posted by MattP at 2:21 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

It is not on TV for us or NO fans.

Posted by MattP at 2:23 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Looks like Teague is getting destroyed my Hoilday.

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:35 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Hawks got killed in the 1st qtr... Not surprising....

Posted by -sting- at 2:55 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

50 win team?

really?
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